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“When I first committed to three full months in El Salvador, the feeling that I was signing up for
the equivalent of marriage and reproduction was assuaged only by the awareness that, come
March 2020, I’d be dashing around Mexico before flying to Istanbul and resuming freneticism in
that hemisphere. Little did I know that the scribbled itinerary would never come to fruition, and
that I’d only get as far as the coastal village of Zipolite in the Mexican state of Oaxaca, where
March 13-25 would turn into March 13 until further notice.”Since leaving her American homeland
in 2003 Belén Fernández had been an inveterate traveler. Ceaselessly wandering the world, the
only constant in her itinerary was a conviction never to return to the country of her childhood.
Then the COVID-19 lockdown happened and Fernandez found herself stranded in a small
village on the Pacific coast of Mexico.This charming, wryly humorous account of nine months
stuck in one place nevertheless roams freely: over reflections on previous excursions to the
wilder regions of North Africa, Asia and Eastern Europe; over her new-found friendship with
Javier, the mezcal-drinking, chain-smoking near-septuagenarian she encounters in his plastic
chair on Mexico’s only clothing-optional beach; over her protracted struggle to obtain a life-
saving supply of yerba mate; and over, literally, the rope of a COVID-19 checkpoint, set up
directly outside her front door and manned by armed guards who require her to don a mask
every time she returns home.
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happens until something moves.—Albert EinsteinContentsCheckpoint Zipolite: Quarantine in a
Small PlaceEpilogueOn the back page of a green-and-blue notebook I bought some years ago
at a supermarket in Tunis is scribbled a was-to-have-been travel itinerary for 2020. It’s a mess of
airport codes, bus and ferry times, visa reminders, and marks indicating the locations—Beirut
and Barcelona among them—that offer straightforward options for stockpiling Argentine yerba
mate, a beverage critical to my existence. The final date that appears on the itinerary—in
handwriting that over the years has become decreasingly legible even to me, presumably a form
of overcompensation for the neurotically meticulous script I maintained throughout childhood—is
October 12, which is as far as I had gotten during my last bout of travel planning in San
Salvador, where I had arrived in December of 2019 for a three-month stay.The comparatively
lengthy Salvadoran sojourn (requiring seven kilos of Barcelona-acquired yerba mate crammed
into my suitcase) was itself a deviation from a modus operandi of accelerated international
movement that had commenced with my abandonment of the United States after graduating
college in New York in 2003. In the months preceding El Salvador, I had gone from Turkey to
Puglia in the south of Italy to Croatia-Bosnia-Croatia-Bosnia-Croatia-Bosnia to Turkey-Albania-
Corfu-Spain-Tbilisi-Yerevan-Spain. The manic itinerancy was meant to resume upon my
departure from the diminutive Central American nation where neocon extraordinaire and Iran-
Contra convict Elliott Abrams had once praised the Reagan administration’s record as one of



“fabulous achievement.” Fabulousness had included the December 11, 1981 massacre of up to
twelve hundred people in the Salvadoran village of El Mozote by the U.S.-trained and -funded
Atlacatl Battalion. On December 12, Abrams had taken up a post as Reagan’s assistant
secretary of state for human rights and humanitarian affairs [sic], and had set about denying that
any such massacre had ever transpired. In all, the Salvadoran civil war of 1980–92 killed
upwards of seventy-five thousand people, with the vast majority of lethal violence committed by
the U.S.-backed right-wing military and allied paramilitary outfits and death squads.When I first
committed to three full months in El Salvador, the feeling that I was signing up for the equivalent
of marriage and reproduction was assuaged only by the awareness that, come March 2020, I’d
be dashing around Mexico before flying to Istanbul and resuming freneticism in that hemisphere.
Little did I know that the scribbled itinerary would never come to fruition, and that I’d only get as
far as the coastal village of Zipolite in the Mexican state of Oaxaca, where March 13–25 would
turn into March 13 until further notice.In San Salvador I had rented a studio apartment across
from the Estadio Cuscatlán, where on not-too-hungover mornings I jogged in the parking lot,
which was perennially coated in a layer of glass shards that had once formed Pilsener,
Suprema, and Regia beer bottles. The soccer stadium boasted a bevy of humbly equipped
security guards, fixtures of the Salvadoran landscape, who took turns patrolling the grounds on a
decrepit bicycle. Slightly spiffier guards were on hand at the Súper Selectos supermarket down
the street, which was my other principal pedestrian destination in a metropolis thoroughly
inconducive to ambulatory movement. Obstacles to motion would expand in the final stretch of
my stay, when I was bitten in the leg by a dog and reduced to sitting by my window staring at a
palm tree and the volcano in the distance, in between hopping to the bathroom and
fridge.Metropolitan navigation was decidedly more complicated for Salvadorans themselves,
however, whose lives, unlike mine, were governed by ubiquitous invisible borders delineating
territory controlled by rival gangs. This meant that an act as simple as crossing the street could
literally constitute a death sentence. There were also, of course, socioeconomic barriers to
contend with, as in the case of gated communities with watchtowers, or malls and other
establishments where the clean and cheery flow of capital must never be impeded by a surplus
of representatives of the unsightly underclasses.Then there was the issue of the effective
criminalization of tattoos—or, more generally, youth—by Salvadoran law enforcement personnel,
who delighted in extrajudicial activity and were known for costarring in contemporary news
headlines such as this one from CNN: “US-funded police linked to illegal executions in El
Salvador.” New opportunities for creative trigger-happiness would arise in accordance with the
coronavirus lockdown imposed by Salvadoran president Nayib Bukele shortly following my exit
from the country. In one episode, as a Bloomberg opinion article reported, “security forces
mistook a young woman who’d gone shopping for a Mother’s Day present for a criminal gang
member and shot her dead.”One component of Bukele’s worldview was the notion that United
States president Donald Trump “is very nice and cool, and I’m nice and cool, too . . . we both use
Twitter a lot, so, you know, we’ll get along.” A month into the lockdown, he would take to said



social media platform to authorize the Salvadoran army and police to employ lethal force against
gang members (read: Mother’s Day shoppers). The tweet-decree specified that such force was
justified in self-defense “or in defense of the lives of Salvadorans.” Another presidential tweet
from around the same time specified that “the rumors of my kidnapping by aliens are completely
unfounded.” And if any doubt remained as to Bukele’s soundness of mind or commitment to
saving Salvadoran lives, he also began jampacking unsanitary “containment centers” with
alleged violators of the quarantine, suspected carriers of COVID-19, and Salvadorans returning
from abroad—with predictable results.Bukele’s cool counterpart to the north meanwhile forged
ahead with deportations, doing his own part for virus propagation. Trump’s coolness fortunately
hadn’t been jeopardized by his reference to El Salvador as a “shithole” country, nor had the
shithole designation jeopardized El Salvador’s eligibility, in Trump’s eyes, to serve as a so-called
“safe third country,” i.e., a dumping ground for migrants seeking asylum in the United States.
Never mind that many asylum seekers hailed from El Salvador in the first place precisely
because it was the opposite of safe—a state of affairs the U.S. has had pretty much everything
to do with. The gangs that are forever blamed for El Salvador’s appalling levels of violence and
invoked by the Salvadoran government as carte blanche for murder are a product of none other
than a previous deportation era: at the end of the Salvadoran civil war, the U.S. undertook a
mass expulsion of members of gangs that had formed around Los Angeles as a means of
communal defense for Salvadorans fleeing the overwhelmingly U.S.-backed terror in their
country. Fabulous all around.
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